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Another Convoy Cup weekend
is history.  The sailing races,
the sailpast - with the first ever
Norwegian submarine(rs) in it,
the DYC  BBQ, reception and
awards ceremonies and all the
associated activity has finished
for another year.  This year was
different for a variety of
reasons – most notably the
visit of the Captain and officers
from a Norwegian submarine.  

Each year the Convoy Cup
Foundation sponsors a regatta
and sailpast alternating
between host cities and yacht
clubs in Canada and Norway.
In Canada the host club has
been the Dartmouth Yacht
Club since 2002 when the
Foundation was formed.  The
objects of the Foundation are
to honour those veterans who
served in the WWII convoys to
England and Norway,
recognize their contribution to
the war effort in Europe, and
the historic roles of Halifax and
Bedford Basin.

The sailing races are held to link
a modern on-the-water
competition to the wartime
service at sea of our veterans.
The junior regatta is called the BAMSE Cup
Regatta, after the Norwegian wartime sea-
going dog that was the mascot of the
Norwegian merchant navy.  A stand-in for the
original sea dog named “Roc” was at the club
for the regatta much to the delight of the
young sailors.  The Junior Sailors were told
about the book about Bamse that tells many of
the life-saving and other achievements in both
Norway and Scotland where there are statues
of the wartime pet.

The Director of DYC’s junior Sail Training, Greg
Blunden, and his instructors ran the races, and
did a wonderful job with the races and co-
ordinating traffic to/from a very crowded
launching area.  For the first time the junior
races were held in August while school was out
allowing 19 boats from local area yacht clubs
to take part in the two-day event.  Donna
Gouthro, Debbie Mountenay and other
volunteers organized a BBQ at the club, and all
of the sailors had some good races, a good
feed and a great time.General Manager

Dan Gallina 

Convoy Cup Weekend 2010
By Bob Stewart

See Convoy Weekend pg. 2

Photos:  Top - Bamse & Friends – BAMSE Regatta Junior Sailors with
BAMSE the Norwegian Sea Dog.   Bottom - Junior Race Start – The
start of one of the BAMSE Regatta Junior sailing races in Bedford Basin.



Convoy Cup weekend kicked off Friday
evening with another of the famous DYC
BBQ’s and live music by Jon Cyr (Cyrius
Entertainment) to round things off.
Judging by the bar sales, it was a
popular event, even with the break in
the festivities for the Offshore
RaceSkippers’ Meeting by Grant Gordon.

Saturday morning there was much
activity both at the clubhouse, where
Tim Horton’s kindly provided the
morning fuel, and in the harbour as the
offshore race got under way at HMCS
Sackville.  It was an ideal morning for a
race with a light wind allowing for a
very colourful spinnaker start and
stronger winds right around the course
out towards Pennant Point and back.
13 boats in 3 classes took part, and
John Rhyno and his team clocked the
first to finish Climax back at DYC late
Saturday night.  (As they returned they

were welcomed with a
champagne reception.)

The Basin races took
place Sat afternoon
under sunny skies and
good racing conditions.
The Race Committee,
consisting of John
Rhyno and his team did
a great job running the
event and 16 boats
from local area yacht
clubs participated.  Back
at the clubhouse the
sailors were treated to
hot chilli courtesy of Debbie and
Donna, and warm rolls whipped up by
Mary MacMillan – just the thing after
an afternoon out on the water.  

Sunday was sailpast and veterans’ day.
Registration continued in the morning

with Tim Horton’s again supplying fuel
for the volunteers’ in the morning.
Ingrid Bugge-Noseworthy continued
with the CCF clothing sales supplying
T-shirts, hats, etc to interested buyers.
At noon Bob Stewart and Jim Reddy
briefed the sailpast flotillas on harbour
traffic, conditions and plans for the
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Convoy Weekend
Continued from pg 1

Photos:  Top Left - Winners
of the BAMSE Regatta,
Ashton Blondie and Gabriel
Benevant.  Top Right -
Sailboat and Submarine –
Arrival of Norwegian
Submarine KNM UTVAER –
Guess who’s coming to DYC.
Bottom Left - Whimsey Best
Salute – SV WHIMSEY (DYC)
preparing for the winning
‘Best Salute’ with all in kilts
and bagpipes playing.
2nd Right - Offshore Race
Start – Ideal conditions for a
downwind start of the
Convoy Cup Offshore Race
from HMCS Sackville in
Halifax Harbour.
3rd Right - Submarine(rs) in
Sailpast – Norwegian
submariners from KNM
UTVAER aboard MV LADY
EAGLE (DYC) with the Royal
Norwegian Consul and
Convoy Cup Foundation
Chairman, Steiner Engeset
(Not the best dressed crew in
the sailpast).
Bottom Right - Prep for Best
Dressed – MV CHRISTINA
SOFIA (DYC) preparing for
‘Best Dressed’ salute in
Convoy sailpast.



sailpast.  It was a misty gray day, so
there was not as large a turnout as in
previous CCF boat parades, however
the participants were no less
enthusiastic. 

The Navy Sail Training Vessel TUNA
lead the parade past the Sackville and
the veterans who were gathered there.
Salutes of various kinds ranging from
Bos’n’s calls to bagpipes, flags dipped,
caps ‘doffed’, horns sounded, and all
manner of exchange were made and
returned, to the enjoyment of the
veterans and spectators along the

wharfs.  Aboard Sackville Jim Reddy
provided the veterans a narrative
describing the convoy ships represented
and the veterans voted on the best
salute (won by WHIMSEY, DYC) and the
best dressed crew (won by CHRISTINA
SOFIA, DYC).  As the CCF Chairman,
Steiner Engeset, said later, “There were
large convoys and small convoys during
the war, and this one was a small one,
but it was very well done.” 

Back at DYC, Debbie, Donna, Mary and
Don MacMillan and other volunteers
were busy setting up the clubhouse for

the veterans’ reception and awards
ceremonies.  By 5 o’clock the room was
transformed and ‘ready for royalty’.
Sail and power boaters and their crews,
veterans, VIP’s and guests mingled,
enjoying the enormous selection of hors
d’oeuvres, sandwiches, fruit and
vegetable trays and sweets.  DYC
Commodore Nathan Reese welcomed
Navy Commodore Larry Hickey, the
Commander of the Canadian Atlantic
Fleet, as the guest of honour, and
Chairman Steiner welcomed
Commander, Ret’d Wendell Brown,
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Photos:  Top Left - Sr Race Winners – Offshore race winners with Navy Cmdre Larry Hickey,
Commander of the Atlantic Fleet, DYC Cmdre Nathan Reese and Rear Cmdre Donna Gouthro. 
Top Right - DYC Cmdre Nathan Reese welcomes the VIPs, veterans, sail and power boaters and
their crews and guests to the Convoy Cup Weekend closing reception and awards ceremonies.
Middle Left - CCF VIPs – Flag Lt Susanne McIntosh, Fleet Chief Dave MacDonald, Convoy Cup
Chairman Steiner Engeset, Navy Fleet Commander Cmdre Larry Hickey, and DYC Cmdre
Nathan Reese in Convoy Cup regalia.
Middle Right - Weekend Entertainment – Nfld entertainer Myrle Vokil and Norwegian
submariners lead a sing along after the Convoy Cup awards and prizes presentations.
Bottom - Vets and Nor Officer – A few of the veterans in their wartime medals and Convoy
Cup regalia with one of the Norwegian officers visiting Halifax in KNM FRITJOF HANSEN.

Continued on next page
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Commanding Officer of HMCS
Sackville, and all the veterans he
brought with him for the event.  Many
of the vets were actual survivors of the
WWII convoys who are now well into
their 80’s and 90’s and very much
enjoying the recognition of their service
60 – 65 years ago.

Among the guests at the reception were
about 20 Naval Officers from the first
Norwegian submarine ever to visit
Canada, KNM  UTVAER.  When they
couldn’t be persuaded to sail their (U-)
boat in the sailpast, Steiner, the
Norwegian Consul in Nova Scotia, had
them as guests aboard LADY EAGLE.  All
of the officers spoke excellent English
and seemed to enjoy chatting with the
veterans and club members, even
leading the singing and dancing later on
in the evening.  Several of the veterans’
wives were quite charmed being invited
to dance by the young naval officers,
just as they might have been during the
war years so long ago.  (Rumour has it
that a few of the visitors were given a
guided tour of the downtown night
spots by a select few DYC staff much
later in the evening, and they were
‘perfect gentlemen’ throughout.)

After Nathan, Steiner and the veterans
finished the award and prize
presentations (winners listed below)
Cmdre Hickey brought greetings from
the Navy and thanked the CCF and
DYC for what they are doing for the
veterans.  Steiner thanked Dan Gallina,
Bruce Cake and all the indoor and
outdoor DYC staff and all of the
volunteers on the CCF Board and
organizing committees and their
helpers for putting all the preparations
in place for of the weekend activities.
With the end of the formalities the
evening went on with wartime songs
and Newfoundland stories by the Nfld
entertainer Myrle Vokey, whom Steiner
had imported specially for the event.

Many businesses made donations to the
Foundation and/or the event, including:
Labrador Sea - Harbour Grace, NORTA
Shipping Ltd, Harmony Foods of St
John’s, the Tim Hortons on Main St and
Young Street, Helly Hansen, Blue Wave
Energy, Coghlin Enterprises, IMP Retail
Store, Goslings Rum, ASAP Products
Group, Burnside Fibreglass Marine
Supply, Seaside FM and others.  The
Convoy Cup Foundation extends many,
many thanks to all.

P.S. A post script to the weekend event
was the arrival of the Norwegian Navy
frigate, KNM  FRITJOF  NANSEN on
Monday morning, and the invitation to
several of the CCF and DYC volunteers
and veterans to a reception on board
that evening.  It was a most enjoyable
time and the Norwegian Navy
hospitality was superb.  The ship’s
Captain spoke very highly of the
contribution that Canada, its Navy, the
Canadian and Norwegian Merchant
Navies, the wartime convoys and the
veterans made over the years, and how
much veterans organizations such as
the Convoy Cup Foundation are
appreciated by those who know what
we do.

‘Bravo Zulu’ CCF!

Sailing Winners:

Bamse Cup:  Spinnaker Class 1st:
Ashton Blondie and
Gabriel Benevant

Non- Spinnaker Class 1sr:
Matt Corkum and George
Bray

Race Ctee:  Greg Blunden

Basin Races (Veterans’ Cup): 

A Class – J’Rouette (DYC) – 1st
C’est la Vie (DYC) – 2nd
Wikked (RNSYS) – 3rd

B Class – Jail Break (DYC) – 1st
Luna (DYC) – 2nd
Mayhem (DYC) – 3rd

C Class – Kaila (DYC) – 1st
Capella (DYC) – 2nd
Landis (DYC) – 3rd

Niagara Class – SynEnergy (BBYC) – 1st
Day Dreamer (BBYC) – 2nd
Stargazer (BBYC) – 3rd

Race Ctee:  John Rhyno

Offshore Race (Convoy Cup)
A Class – Climax (DYC) – 1st

Dogsled (RNSYS) – 2nd
Vagrant (DYC) – 3rd

B Class – Windseeker (SYC) – 1st
Express Extra (DYC) – 2nd
Equinox (DYC) – 3rd

Double Handed – 
Windseeker (SYC) – 1st
Equinox (DYC) – 2nd
Odyssey (SYC) – 3rd

Race Ctee: John Rhyno

Just a short one this time. The next
upcoming event, office wise, will be
the invoicing for DUES. This invoice will
be published on or shortly after 1st
November, 2010. The invoice will
include:

1.  Senior dues in the amount of
$354.00

2.  Common electrical power 65.00
3.  CYA dues 24.00
4.  Less credit for fuel @ .10 per litre

This invoice must be paid within 30
days of the date of the invoice.
Consequences of non payment are
serious in that loss of marina or wait list
seniority will apply. A late pay charge
of $50.00 is also applicable.

As the fall haul out gets under way,
please ensure that the office is in
possession of your current insurance
policy. Haul outs will not happen if the
insurance is not valid or your account is
in arrears over 30 days.

Ensure that your mast is properly
identified before placing on the mast
rack. Tags are available from the office.
All spreaders and radar gear to be
removed, including those very
vulnerable wind/speed/direction
indicators. The club encourages the
removal of mast when boats are stored
on land, especially if on jack stands.

It bears repeating – please have your
cradle identified in order that yard staff
can have it ready for use on your haul-
out day. Cradles will be subject to a
safety/suitability examination and those
found wanting will be advised. The
placement of boats in the yards is at
the discretion of the yard staff.

Notes From
The Office
By Bruce Cake
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DYC Learn to Sail Program 
By Gregory Blundon, DYC Sailing Director

This year’s Learn to Sail program was a
huge success. We added some new
boats to the fleet buying 4 420’s, this
increased the quality of instruction that
we can provide within the White Sail
program. Our attendance this year was
up with 67 separate sessions sold. We
also were able to make use of the new
race committee RIB to help coach from
a stable platform when the wind and
the waves are up. This year we offered
the Silver level of instruction,
something that hasn’t been done
before at DYC. Silver is a level that
works on basic racing skills going over
the rules of racing along with basic
race strategy. Sailors must already have
completed their Bronze IV in order to
take this course.

Dartmouth also hosted a Learn to Sail
Regatta called the Bamse Cup. This was
a DYC first and over 40 youth sailors
participated in the regatta. Bedford

Basin Yacht Club and the Royal Nova
Scotia Yacht Club made this event
possible with their bronze classes. For
those that don’t know the Bamse Cup
goes along with the Convoy Cup and
is in memory of a Norwegian sea dog
named Bamse that was a World War II
hero stationed in their navy.

DYC sailors participated in many
regattas over the summer including
ARK at BBYC, The Bay The Wind The
Regatta at SMSC, Lunenburg OD at
LYC, Chester Race Week at CYC and
finally Bamse Cup at DYC. One of the
main highlights every summer is
Chester Race Week. This summer I took
the DYC Bronze / Silver class out racing
in my J24 to defend our second place
that we had achieved the year before.
Once again we defended our second
place with a comfortable margin in a
fleet of 11 boats.

Club Hours
The DYC office is open Monday to

Friday 8am to 5pm.

Tender Service/
Fuel Dock Hours

Until 17, Oct 2010
Mon: 8am – 8pm 

(8-4pm by Yard Staff,
4-8pm by students)

Tues: 8 am – 4:30pm only
(By Yard Staff only)
Wed: 8am – 9pm

(8am-4pm by Yard Staff,
4-9pm by students)

Thurs: 8am – 4:30pm only
(By Yard staff only)

Fri: 8am – 9pm
(8-4pm by Yard Staff,
4-9pm by students)
Sat:10am–730pm

by students
Sun: 10am–730pm

by students

After 17, Oct 2010
Mon – Fri: 8am – 430pm

(By Yard Staff only
Sat-Sun: Closed

Bar Hours  

Until 13, Oct 2010 
Mon:  4pm – 10pm

Tues:  Closed
Wed:  4pm – 11pm
Thur:  4pm – 10pm
Fri:  4pm – 11pm

Sat:  11am – 10pm
Sun:  11am – 7pm

After 13, Oct 2010 
Fri:  4pm – 11pm

Sat:  11am – 10pm
Sun:  11am – 7pm

General
Information



It was early in January this year when
news of the Queen coming to town for
the Navy’s centennial reached the
Convoy Cup Foundation, and a very
short time after that when it was
decided that the CCF should attempt to
organize a sailpast for a ‘Royal’ Review.

Jim Reddy and Bob Stewart were asked
to make some preliminary enquiries and
plans to do ‘something’ in conjunction
with the Navy’s International Fleet
Review. Jim quickly established where
and how the formal Review would take
place, and they set about trying to figure
out where they might show off the
Convoy Cup ‘fleet’ to best advantage. 

On 7 Jan they met at DYC to discuss
plans to try to find an anchorage where
the Royals would see the CC fleet but
getting all the boats to anchor in a line
bow to stern in order that the convoy
banners and flags could be seen was
scrapped as too difficult to set up and
too awkward to use.

Jim contacted the Base Commander,
Operations Officer, Queens
Harbourmaster, OPI Security, etc. and

wrote the formal
request for a
designated area
for CC vessels in
the Review
route. Dan put a
notice in his emails to club members
and Jim briefed them at the General
Meeting 28 Jan.

At that Club meeting there seemed to
be considerable interest so the planning
continued through the next four
months. By early June they had written
detailed instructions for all participants,
got over 30 boats to take part,
established areas where they could
assemble and manoeuvre a ‘convoy’,
scheduled practices so everyone could
get comfortable manoeuvring close to
other boats, and met with the officers in
charge of operations and security for the
Naval Review.

The close manoeuvring was going to be
a challenge because the number and size
of boats left only just enough water
space in which to get all the boats in line
between the shore and the Controlled
Access Zone around the naval ships. The

Naval Security Officer warned that there
would be their own and Halifax police,
RCMP, British and other security
personnel, and Special Forces on the
water in case anyone strayed too close,
and they would all have loaded weapons. 

Another challenge would be timing
because there would be less than about
two minutes in which to have all the
boats positioned as the Royal ship
passed by going at least 8 knots in the
opposite direction. They could not go
too fast, or some boats could not keep
up, nor too slow as some would not be
able to keep position. They could not be
early or the lead boats would have to
turn away early, or late, as the last boats
would not be turned into line on the
reviewing course track. 

Bob and Jim would have to get the
timing just right, but everyone else
would have to be close behind the boat
in front to make it work. With over 1000

Convoy Cup Fleet Review, 29 Jun 10 By Bob Stewart
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Photos:  Top Left - STV Tuna, Equinox, Lady Eagle II, Orange Peel
and others in the holding pattern before the salute.  Top Right - The
final turn to the saluting course. Christina Sofia leads Lady Eagle,
Ayano J., Cold Comfort, and Snowbird.   Middle Right - Equinox,
Lady Eagle II, and some other well known local boat sail past a US
Navy Aegis Cruiser preparing for its turn for a Royal Salute.   Bottom
Right - Christina Sofia leads Lady Eagle, Ayano J, and Cold Comfort
in a turn past a US cruiser preparing for the fleet Review.
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yards in total convoy length each boat
would have to be only 20 yards’ from
the boat ahead. They needed a distance
guide, so Bob put together a 30 Ft
floating line and rubber ball for each
boat to pull behind as a guide for the
next boat to follow. It was a bit
rudimentary, but the only guide they
could come up with at the time.

Participants met 17 Jun for an initial
briefing on what was to happen, and
then there were practice sessions 22 and
24 Jun. They briefed, discussed, changed
and practiced to the point that most
were tired of the regimentation required
for such a brief ‘show’. The convoy
gradually reduced to 20 boats as people
dropped out for injuries, boat problems,
work commitments and just plain failing
interest, but those 20 Captains and their
crews showed up on the day keen and
eager to get on with the show. So they
briefed again and manned their boats.

The Royal party embarked in HMCS St
John’s slightly late, so the convoy made
a few extra turns around the holding
pattern and waited. Then, there she was,
barely visible, but there, and the ‘Royal
barge’ set off to see the international
fleet. HMCS Charlottetown fired the 21
gun salute and ships’ crews from half a
dozen nations lined their ships’ rails and
cheered in unison as the Queen and her
huge entourage
were shown
Canada’s naval fleet
on its 100th
birthday. 

Dan and Todd were
out in the Club
tender to report
exact timings of St
John’s movements
to help Bob get into
position at the right
time. Hours of

calculating speed, time and
distance worked out, more or
less. St John’s didn’t turn as
tightly as expected, so the
convoy didn’t get as close as
they’d hoped, but they were
where they wanted to be at the
right time. The police boats
curtailed any lingering but the
formation ‘parallel turn’ worked
as planned and all boats turned
away to the satisfaction of the
police boat that was preparing
to push the lead boat away.

And then it was over, and the
boats dispersed to follow the
Royal barge down the harbour,
check out the warships in
Bedford Basin, or just return to
the Club for a ‘post-op’ wet
debriefing. It had been a lot of
work planning and trying to
allow for ‘plan B’ and other
contingencies while keeping in
mind that the volunteers were
out for a bit of fun, not a formal
military parade. 

Most agreed that it had been a
worthwhile exercise despite the
demands. Certainly the
veterans who are the focus of
the Convoy Cup Foundation
were grateful for the effort.

The Chairman and Directors of
the Convoy Cup Foundation
wish to thank Dan Gallina and
the owners, Captains and crews

of the following boats for taking part:
Christina Sofia; Lady Eagle; Ayano J; Cool
Comfort; Snowbird; No Name (Mark J.);
STV Tuna; Equinox; Lady Eagle II;
Orange Peel; Cabuda; Landis; Boreal;
Certa Cito; Hypnautical; Chairman of the
Board; Horizon Bound; SouWest Sea; Sea
Diamond, & Wind Warrior. Well done,
BZ, to all!

Photos:  Top Left - Snowbird follows Cold Comfort, Ayano J. and Lady Eagle past a British Royal Fleet
Auxiliary fleet replenishment ship.   Top Right - STV Tuna is followed by Equinox, Lady Eagle II,
Orange Peel, Cabuda, Landis, Boreal, Certa Cito, Hypnautical, Chairman of the Board, Horizon
Bound, and SouWest Sea in the holding pattern before the salute.   Bottom Left - The Royal box in
HMCS St John’s with the Queen (in white), Prince Philip, and all their entourage just about to pass
the Convoy Cup Fleet.  Bottom Right - The Reviewing Ship, HMCS St John’s with the Queen and
entourage in sight and the Royal Standard flying, comes around the corner to line up with Christina
Sofia, the convoy leader, Lady Eagle (just out of view), Ayano J. and Cold Comfort in line to salute
and the ever-present military police boat making sure they didn’t get too close.
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Junior Sailing – Major Awards By Bruce Cake 
This has been a fantastic summer for the
Junior Sailing program. The weather was
near perfect, all all four classes were well
attended. Our instructor staff, under the
direction of Gregg Blunden, Director of
Sailing, once again achieved
outstanding results. Parents attending
the wrap-up BBQ gave very high marks
to both Rebecca and Emma-Jean.

A change in the format for what was the
TELESTAR TROPHY, awarded to the top
eliminator in a sail-off amongst DYC
Junior sailors, has been changed to what
will now be an annual event where
White and Bronze level students from all
metro clubs will compete for the BAMSE
CUP. This was the first year that the
BAMSE CUP was competed for under
this criteria. The Dartmouth Yacht, in
competition with sailors from the RNSYS
and the BBYC, took away FIRST place in
both the White and Bronze. The club is
optimistic that competition for this
trophy will grow to include all clubs with

a Junior Sailing program operating
within the province.

The criteria for the CASAVECHIA
MEMORIAL TROPY has also changed from
the “Top Sailor – July” and “Top Sailor
August” to now being for the “Most
Improved Sailor in the White Program”
and the “Most Improved in the Bronze”
amongst all the students enrolled. Wrist
watches have again been donated by
CHARM DIAMOND CENTERS.

A short history of the BAMSE CUP. This is
the cup first competed for in 2008 as part
of the Convoy Cup series of races. It is to
commemorate the Norwegian Sea Dog, a
WWII hero, named BAMSE. The dog, is a
St. Bernard, and this year was represented
by Mark Grant’s prize winning dog -
ROC. BAMSE served onboard a
Norwegian minesweeper station in
Dundee and Montrose, Scotland. The
dog is credited with saving the lives of
two crew members. He was given a bus

pass to the Dundee bus service and made
nightly rounds of the local puts
frequented by sailors and made sure all
crew members returned to their ship.
Details of other awards given BAMSE are
detailed on the internet at BAMSE(St
Bernard) WIKIPEDIA. A book has been
published regarding this dog – “Sea Dog
Bamse”. Copies are available through
Steiner Engeset.

Winter Power At DYC By Dan Gallina, General Manager 

The season is approaching and it is timely to remind you about
the DYC Winter Power Policy.  Last October at the Fall General
Meeting, a proposal for Winter Power was put forward by
Management Committee that was approved for trial until The
Annual General Meeting in January 2010.  At the AGM, the
policy was approved for continued use, and over last winter, the
policy worked very well.

Basically, the policy was necessary as a result of the following:
-  shortage of funds to cover increasing winter power costs from

15 Nov – 15 Mar
-  complaints from members about power cords being

unplugged over winter
-  need for short term (2-3 hours) power requirements over

the winter
The policy basically says this:
-  four duplex power circuits per pedestal (9 pedestals total)

will be available at no extra charge for short term use from
15 Nov – 15 Mar.  Short term use is defined as 2-3 hours
during the day.  Those using common power in this manner
are to unplug after their use of power is completed.  No
overnight plug-ins permitted.

-  Dedicated power is available whereby for a fee (costs
below), your plug will be inserted into a receptacle, then
the box will be locked to ensure no one unplugs your cord.

-  Charges are:
• Daily rate $10 per day
• Weekend rate $15 from Friday noon until Monday 0800
•Weekly rate $30 per week (7 days)
•Monthly rate $100 per month (30 days)
•Seasonal rate (15 Nov – 14 Mar) $320 per season

To arrange any period of Winter Power, all you have to do it
call the office.  Any questions on this should be brought to
Dan’s attention by e-mail or phone (460-6050).
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DYC vs Hurricane Earl By Dan Gallina, General Manager 

It has been an
active hurricane
season so far, but
fortunately many of
this year’s tropical
cyclones have given
Halifax a wide
berth….except for
Earl. Earl hit Halifax
just about as
squarely as possible,
and had we not
been as prepared as
we were, we might
have sustained
some serious
damage.

The forecast for Earl changed several times as it approached
Halifax, especially in the last 48-60 hours. At one point,
about 48 hours before CPA, the forecast indicated it would
go up the Bay of Fundy, and just deliver a glancing blow to
the Halifax area. There was every opportunity to become
complacent, but DYC stuck to the plan.

For those of you who are unfamiliar with the plan, it calls for
an activation decision to be made at least 5 days before the
Hurricane is to arrive. Bearing in mind that there are several
sources of advice, sometimes conflicting, the Commodore
must decide what is in the best interest of the Club. For Earl,
it was pretty clear that we would experience a significant
weather event, so Nathan implemented the DYC Hurricane
Reaction Plan on Monday 30 August.

The plan is based on a few simple principles:

- Safety, security and protection of the marina system as
well as personal safety is paramount. Safety of individual
boats is secondary;

- Because of the uncertainty of weather prediction,
decisions that require work, effort and money are put off
to the last possible time they can be safely implemented
and executed;

- Where doubt exists, it is better to be safe than sorry.

Communications, mostly via e-mails, began on H-5 day, and
a notice board was set up in the Clubhouse, advising on the
latest information available. Volunteer Lists were confirmed,
and voluntary boat hauls began. As a reminder, the plan was
sent by e-mail to everyone, and the latest version was posted
on the DYC Website. At H-2, on Thursday 2 September,
voluntary boat hauls ceased. The next decision point was
whether or not to conduct mandatory boat hauls, and it was
sufficiently clear that it would be prudent to do so, and the
Commodore made the decision to go forward with the plan.

The next decision point came on Friday morning – do we
adjust the chains for tidal surge or not? There were several
factors to consider, and the decision was not taken lightly. 

Adjusting the chains introduces an element of risk under 
windy conditions in that the marina will move much more
when there is more chain let out. So if surge is not likely to
be a big problem, it is best not to adjust the chains. In the
case of Earl, passage of the storm was going to coincide with
low tide, and it was a modest tide difference between low
and high tide of just 3 feet. Surge predictions were for about
3 feet, so Nathan made the decision at 0730 on Friday
morning to not adjust the chains. Thanks to all the “Chain
Gang volunteers who turned up, ready to work for the good
of the Club!
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Junior Sailing Sponsorhsip
This Summer At DYC By Dan Gallina, General Manager 

This summer, a few DYC members took
action on an idea presented at the
Spring General Meeting by the Fleet
Captain Sail, Gordon Hart.
At the meeting, Gordon
proposed the idea of DYC
members sponsoring
children in the Junior
Sailing Program, and as the
idea developed, Paul
Downing proposed that
this idea should proceed in
the form of a Sailing
Scholarship - to promote
Excellence in Junior Sailing.

The idea really took shape
when Jack Conrad, Mark
Sutherland, Steiner Engeset
and Paul Downing agreed
to offer sponsorship to
these Sailing Scholarships.
Their generosity was
offered to Pat Haight of the
Military Family Resource
Centre, and in no time, she
had amassed a long list of
children who were keen to
be part of this program.
We left selection up to the
Military Family Resource
Centre, and they chose 4
interested and energetic

young sailors. Shown in the photo are
three of the students (Taralee Lahey,
Ben Mullin and JD Fines, missing from

photo is Margan Garnier) two of our
instructors (Emma Jean Slobodeski and
Rebecca Haley) and three of the four
sponsors (Mark Sutherland, Paul
Downing and Steiner Engeset, missing
from the photo is Jack Conrad)

The Scholarship recipients attended
the 3rd or 4th courses of the summer
and thoroughly enjoyed the
experience. I had the opportunity to
speak with all of them, and all the
parents, and I assure you, this program
was very well received. Since then,
some of the members who heard
about it have offered support for next
year’s program.

I ask all of you to consider this for next
summer. The total cost is $265 per
student, and this provides a two week
course. A tax deductable receipt is
provided. Thanks again to the
sponsors and all who worked to make
this possible.
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Colin Jamieson, General Manager at Steele Volkswagen would like to invite 
you to visit us across the street and allow us an opportunity to show you 
what Steele Volkswagen has to offer in our Sales & Service Departments.

696 Windmill Road, Dartmouth
Ph: 468-6411 • www.steelevolkswagen.com

Which would
you buy?

Don’t settle for
anything less than

German Engineered
Safety from

Steele Volkswagen.

what Steele Volkswagen has to offer in our Sales & Service Departments.

696 Windmill Road, Dartmouth
Ph 468 6411 t l lkPh: 468-6411 • www.steelevolkswagen.com
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Matthew J.D. Moir
118 Ochterloney Street

Dartmouth, NS  B2Y 1C7
(902) 469-2421 (tel.)
(902) 463-4452 (fax)
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Contact Matt for a no obligation review and quote of  your 

Business, Marine, Home, Auto or Travel Insurance

902-233-3836  or  mjoseph@abcinsurance.ca

As a Business 
Owner You 

have enough 
to worry 

about

As an Insurance Expert, 

Matt Joseph, is who 

you want working 

for you. 
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“Products for the professional and novice alike”.

30 Simmonds Dr. Unit A, 
Dartmouth, NS B3B 1R3

Ph:902-481-8149  Fax:902-481-6396

Visit us online
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Contact
Information

Dartmouth Yacht Club
697 Windmill Road

Dartmouth, NS
B3B 1B7

Tel: 902-468-6050
Fax: 902-468-0385

dyc@dyc.ns.ca
www.dyc.ns.ca

Newsletter
Information

The Signal is published
4 times a year:

It is available at the 
DYC Clubhouse
and posted at
www.dyc.ns.ca

EDITOR
Dan Gallina
DYC Office

ADVERTISING
Contact DYC Office

Tel: 468-6050 
to place an ad.

ADVERTISING RATES
Full Page - $100
1/2 Page - $75
1/4 Page - $50
Bus Card - $25

SUBMISSIONS
Articles and photos will

be considered for
publication subject to

space and topic.
Must be digital.

IMAGE & AD
SPECIFICATIONS

Supply via email. PC or
Mac compatible JPEG,
Tiff, EPS or pdf files
Image resolutions
should be at least 

250 dpi, sent attached
to your email not
placed in a word

document.

NEXT DEADLINE
Deadline for next 

issue submissions for
articles and advertising

will be Monday 20,
December 2010

DESIGN & PRODUCTION
Jennifer Stone

Michael Owen
Owen & Morrison

Trial Lawyers

604-45 Alderney Dr
Queen Square

Dartmouth, NS B2Y 2N6

Office:  463-8100
Fax:  465-2581

Residence:  463-3715
Cell:  499-0433


